COMMIES VERSUS CRONIES
george greenville butler
COMMIES
UTOPIA
The idealist wants and yearns for a better world yes maybe a perfect world. Is a Utopian world possible
or should we begin to accept a non perfect world as the real reality. Our love and compassion for one
another does motivate us to strive for a better world, a more just, kind and loving society. The emphasis
it seems at establishing an Utopian state are to structure political and economic systems where fair and
equal treatment pervades the society. To establish modern utopias the main thrust behind modern
revolutionary movements in the 20th-21st Centuries has been Marxism.
COLLECTIVISM
A good friend of mine Eric Samuelson put this study entitled “A Brief Chronology of Collectivism”
together in 1997 it is the most enlightening insight of the origin, characteristics and manifestations of
Collective Thought.
A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF COLLECTIVISM - by Eric Samuelson - he states "The
Chronology reveals the Communism which pervades the West is a spirit"
FABIAN SOCIETY
The Fabian Society was founded in London on March 14, 1884 as a means to create a menchanism to
transform Great Britain into a socialist state. The society was named after Quintus Fabius Maximus
(died December 31, 45 BC) was a general and politician of the late Roman Republic who became
suffect consul in 45 BC. - he's considered to be the founder of guerrilla warfare and attacked his
enemies's supply lines and used delaying tactics to defeat the enemy. The first Crest of the Fabian
Society was a wolf in Sheep's clothing later in addition a logo was created being a Tortoise with the
inscription “When I Strike – I Strike Hard”. - this delaying characteristic of Fabianism conjures up the
concept of “Protracted Conflict” or the Chinese concept of “Protracted People's War”.
According to author Jon Perdue, "The logo of the Fabian Society, a
tortoise, represented the group’s predilection for a slow, imperceptible
transition to socialism, while its coat of arms, a 'wolf in sheep’s
clothing', represented its preferred methodology for achieving its goal."
The wolf in sheep’s clothing symbolism was later abandoned, due to
its obvious negative connotations...........wikipedia
Later Edward Mandel House was an anonymous author of the socialist book entitled “Phillip Dru
Administrator” which projected and sanctioned a fascist-socialist totalitarian government. House was a
member of the Fabian Society which enabled him to support collective political ideas he was President

Woodward Wilson's closest adviser and help to establish the Federal Reserve System and Central Bank.
The word Commie has become a pejorative term as perceived by the left. The word commie now has
become a word never to use for it has become associated with McCarthyism so if one speaks the word
Commie than one could be quickly connected with Joseph McCarthy-McCarthyism.
The Bolsheviki revolution was financed by the Cronies to establish a communist state in Russia, the
revolution far exceed their expectations. Lenin along with Stalin and Trotsky would dominate the
politics of emerging Russia. The establishment of the “Cheka” was an example of their ruthlessness to
continue to maintain their power. An excerpt quote from Spartacus Educational as reported in The
Bolshevik newspaper “Krasnaya Gazeta” on Sept. 1, 1918 that quote is below illustrating their
ruthlessness.
Dzerzhinsky, on the advice of Stalin, instigated the Red Terror. The
Bolshevik newspaper, Krasnaya Gazeta or “Red Gazeta”, reported on
1st September, 1918: "We will turn our hearts into steel, which we will
temper in the fire of suffering and the blood of fighters for freedom.
We will make our hearts cruel, hard, and immovable, so that no mercy
will enter them, and so that they will not quiver at the sight of a sea of
enemy blood. We will let loose the floodgates of that sea. Without
mercy, without sparing, we will kill our enemies in scores of hundreds.
Let them be thousands; let them drown themselves in their own blood.
For the blood of Lenin and Uritsky, Zinovief and Volodarski, let there
be floods of the blood of the bourgeois - more blood, as much as
possible."
We need a little perspective of history. Antony Sutton authored “WALL STREET AND THE BOLSHEVIK
REVOLUTION” - this is an indictment of international financiers who financed the Bolshevik revolution.
In fact in 1917 Leon Trotsky who was living in New York at the time was placed on a steamer to
Russia. The below excerpts are from Antony Sutton's book entitled book entitled "WALL STREET AND
THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION”.

Excerpts: From “WALL STREET AND THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION”.
“While Trotsky's funds are officially reported as German, Trotsky was
actively engaged in American politics immediately prior to leaving
New York for Russia and the revolution. On March 5, 1917, American
newspapers headlined the increasing possibility of war with Germany;
the same evening Trotsky proposed a resolution at the meeting of the
New York County Socialist Party "pledging Socialists to encourage
strikes and resist recruiting in the event of war with Germany." Leon
Trotsky was called by the New York Times "an exiled Russian
revolutionist." Louis C. Fraina, who cosponsored the Trotsky
resolution, later — under an alias — wrote an uncritical book on the
Morgan financial empire entitled House of Morgan. The TrotskyFraina proposal was opposed by the Morris Hillquit faction, and the
Socialist Party subsequently voted opposition to the resolution.
More than a week later, on March 16, at the time of the deposition of

the Tsar, Leon Trotsky was interviewed in the offices of Novy Mir.. The
interview contained a prophetic statement on the Russian revolution:
"... the committee which has taken the place of the deposed
Ministry in Russia did not represent the interests or the
aims of the revolutionists, that it would probably be short
lived and step down in favor of men who would be more
sure to carry forward the democratization of Russia."
The "men who would be more sure to carry forward the
democratization of Russia," that is, the Mensheviks and the
Bolsheviks, were then in exile abroad and needed first to return to
Russia. The temporary "committee" was therefore dubbed the
Provisional Government, a title, it should be noted, that was used
from the start of the revolution in March and not applied ex post
facto by historians”.
WOODROW WILSON AND A PASSPORT FOR TROTSKY
President Woodrow Wilson was the fairy godmother who provided
Trotsky with a passport to return to Russia to "carry forward" the
revolution. This American passport was accompanied by a Russian
entry permit and a British transit visa. Jennings C. Wise, in Woodrow
Wilson: Disciple of Revolution, makes the pertinent comment,
"Historians must never forget that Woodrow Wilson, despite the efforts
of the British police, made it possible for Leon Trotsky to enter Russia
with an American passport."
President Wilson facilitated Trotsky's passage to Russia at the same
time careful State Department bureaucrats, concerned about such
revolutionaries entering Russia, were unilaterally attempting to tighten
up passport procedures. The Stockholm legation cabled the State
Department on June 13, 1917, just after Trotsky crossed the FinnishRussian border, "Legation confidentially informed Russian, English
and French passport offices at Russian frontier, Tornea, considerably
worried by passage of suspicious persons bearing American passports."

MCCARTHYISM – Joe McCarthy
Venona Intercepts – provided evidence for the indictment of the Rosenberg Spy Ring ASA 1945 –
Venona Project begun in 1943 taken over by the ASA - Army Security Agency in 1945 – resulted in the
break-up of the Rosenberg Spy Ring which was stealing our Nuclear Secrets. The Russians were using
the one time pad system to encrypt their messages. Senator Joe McCarthy was taken out by the
internationalists who were with the Illuminati.

The Real McCarthy Record
Troskysites in the State Department, yes Joe McCarthy was right and the insider elites working with the
internationalists like C.D. Jackson sabortaged McCarthy's investigation. McCarthy was attacked to
hide the relationship of the Troskyites and Communists who had connections to foundations and other
institutions governed by the more secretive Illumanati groups.
C.D. Jackson – worked before and after WW II. for the Luces founders of Time-Life who were part of
the Synarchists Movement – below is an excellent bio of C.D. Jackson by Spartacus Education.

SPARTACUS EDUCATION
www.spartacus-educational.com

C. D. Jackson
Charles Douglas Jackson was born in New York City on 16th March 1902. After graduation from
Princeton University in 1924, he joined the media industry. In 1931 he went to work with Henry Luce
at Time Magazine.
In 1940 Luce allowed Jackson, to organize an anti-isolationist propaganda group called the Council for
Democracy. Luce was also one of the main funders with the British Security Coordination for the Fight
of Freedom group. Other members included Allen W. Dulles, Joseph Alsop, Dean G. Acheson, Lewis
William Douglas, and several journalists including Herbert Agar (Louisville Courier-Journal),
Geoffrey Parsons (New York Herald Tribune) and Elmer Davis (CBS).
Ian Fleming, working for BSC's naval intelligence section, proposed that Henry Luce should work for
William Donovan as his Coordinator of Information. His recommendation was not accepted and the
post went to Robert E. Sherwood. However, as Thomas E. Mahl, the author of Desperate Deception:
British Covert Operations in the United States, 1939-44 (1998) has pointed out: "The British soon
found themselves in conflict with Henry Luce. His global internationalist vision of the American
Century and his ability to publicize that vision were very useful when the British were trying to involve
the United States in international events. But they became a threat to the British vision of the postwar
world after Pearl Harbor. By early 1943, Henry Luce was on the list of enemies who endangered the
British Empire."
During the Second World War Jackson served as special assistant to the Ambassador to Turkey before
joining the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in 1943. The following year he was appointed Deputy
Chief at the Psychological Warfare Division at Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
(SHAEF).
After the war, Jackson became Managing Director of Time-Life International. In 1948 Frank Wisner,
who worked with Jackson in the OSS, was appointed as director of the Office of Special Projects. Soon
afterwards it was renamed the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC). This became the espionage and

counter-intelligence branch of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Wisner also established Operation Mockingbird, a program to influence the domestic American media.
Wisner asked Philip Graham of the Washington Post to run the project within the newspaper industry.
Jackson was also recruited and according to Deborah Davis (Katharine the Great: Katharine Graham
and the Washington Post: "By the early 1950s, Wisner 'owned' respected members of the New York
Times, Newsweek, CBS and other communications vehicles."
Jackson became the publisher of Fortune Magazine and from 1951-52 he served as President of the
Free Europe Committee. He also wrote speeches for Dwight D. Eisenhower during his presidential
campaign. Jackson was rewarded in February 1953 by being appointed as Special Assistant to the
President. This included the role of Eisenhower's liaison between the CIA and the Pentagon. According
to the Eisenhower Presidential Library files in Abilene, Kansas, Jackson's "area responsibility was
loosely defined as international affairs, cold war planning, and psychological warfare. His main
function was the coordination of activities aimed at interpreting world situations to the best advantage
of the United States and her allies and exploiting incidents which reflected negatively on the Soviet
Union, Communist China and other enemies in the Cold War."
Jackson also took an active role in Operation Mockingbird. Documents released after his death show
that Jackson was in contact with a CIA agent in Hollywood's Paramount Studios. This agent was
involved in trying to influence the content of the films the company was making. The agent is not
named by Jackson but Frances Stonor Saunders claims in Who Paid the Piper? (2000) that it was
Carleton Alsop, a CIA agent employed by Frank Wisner. There is no doubt that Alsop was one of the
CIA agents working at Paramount. However, Hugh Wilford argues in The Mighty Wurlitzer: How the
CIA Played America (2008) that it was a senior executive at Paramount, Lugi G. Laraschi, the most
important CIA figure at the studio. Laraschi was the head of foreign and domestic censorship at the
studio, whose job was to "iron out any political, moral or religious problems". Other studios, including
MGM and RKO, had similar officers, and were probably CIA placements. In a private letter to
Sherman Adams, Jackson claims the role of these CIA placements was "to insert in their scripts and in
their action the right ideas with the proper subtlety".
In 1953 C. D. Jackson served on the Presidents' Committee on International Information Activities. The
following year he was appointed as Special Assistant to President for International Affairs. Jackson
urged President Dwight D. Eisenhower to speak-out against Senator Joe McCarthy. He was probably
influenced by McCarthy's attacks on CIA officials such as Frank Wisner and Cord Meyer. In Jackson's
opinion McCarthy was damaging the anti-Communist cause with self serving and unstable behavior.
According to Carl Bernstein, Jackson was "Henry Luce's personal emissary to the CIA". He also
claimed that in the 1950s Jackson had arranged for CIA employees to travel with Time-Life credentials
as cover.
Kai Bird has argued that Jackson worked very closely with John McCloy: " In the summer of 1959, just
before McCloy took his family for an extended trip to Europe, C.D. Jackson wrote to remind McCloy
that later that summer a World Youth Festival was scheduled to take place in Vienna. Jackson asked
McCloy to contribute an article, perhaps on the "benign and constructive aspects" of the U.S.
occupation of Germany. The piece would appear in a daily newspaper to be published in Vienna in
conjunction with the festival. McCloy agreed, and the article was published (in five languages) in a
newspaper distributed by a twenty-five-year-old Smith graduate named Gloria Steinem... Washington
expected some twenty thousand students and young scholars from all over the world to converge on
Vienna that summer for the three-week festival. Consequently, the CIA wanted an organized student
presence in Vienna in order to counter Soviet propaganda."
After the election of John F. Kennedy in 1960 Jackson left the White House and became publisher of

Life Magazine. When Kennedy was assassinated, Jackson purchased the Zapruder Film on behalf of
Life. David Lifton points out in The Great Zapruder Film Hoax (2004) that: "Abraham Zapruder in fact
sold the film to Time-Life for the sum of $150,000 - about $900,000 dollars in today's money...
Moreover, although Life had a copy of the film, it did little to maximize the return on its extraordinary
investment. Specifically, it did not sell this unique property - as a film - to any broadcast media or
permit it to be seen in motion, the logical way to maximize the financial return on its investment... A
closer look revealed something else. The film wasn't just sold to Life - the person whose name was on
the agreement was C. D. Jackson." Jackson published individual frames of Zapruder's film but did not
allow the film to be screened in its entirety.
Soon after the assassination Jackson also successfully negotiated with Marina Oswald the exclusive
rights to her story. Peter Dale Scott argues in his book Deep Politics and the Death of JFK (1996) that
Jackson, on the urging of Allen Dulles, employed Isaac Don Levine, a veteran CIA publicist, to ghostwrite Marina's story. This story never appeared in print.
Charles Douglas Jackson died on 18th September, 1964. On December 15, 1971, Jackson's widow gave
his papers to the Eisenhower Presidential Library. These documents revealed that he had been working
as a CIA agent since 1948.
ROSENBERG SPY RING
There was a hidden clandestine secret spy ring operating out of New York City which was finally
exposed, found out, the members of the ring were later indicted, convicted and some members were
executed in the 1950s. The Venona Project first initiated in February of 1943 by The U.S. Army's
Signal Intelligence Service was taken over in 1945 by the Army Security Agency which took two years
to begin to break the KGB codes and uncovering and identifying the spy group members.

VENONA PROJECT
The U.S. Army's Signal Intelligence Service, the precursor to the National Security Agency,
began a secret program in February 1943 later codenamed VENONA.
The word Commie has become a pejorative term as perceived by the left. The word commie now has
become a word never to use for it has become associated with McCarthyism so if one speaks the word
Commie than one could be quickly connected with Joseph McCarthy-McCarthyism. Today most
college students aren't even aware of the Venona Intercepts so continue to think negatively about Joe
McCarthy.
SECRET VENONA INTERCEPTS

By Tiffany Danitz

. . . . Unsealed in l995, the Venona intercepts are a testament to the
lives and times of U.S. Army crypt analysts who relentlessly pursued

ways to break the Soviets' secret codes during World War II and the
Cold War.
. . . . Like any type of investigative work, deciphering the messages
darting between Moscow and the Soviet missions in Washington and
New York was grueling, repetitive work with rare "hits," according to
Cecil Phillips, 72, who was responsible for a break that led to
unraveling numerous KGB messages.
. . . . The top-secret decoding work that eventually indicted Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg, the husband-and-wife spies who were convicted of
passing atomic secrets to the Soviets, occurred in the "Russian room"
at Arlington Hall, a wartime Washington spy tank.
. . . . The atmosphere during the early 1940s was charged with secrecy.
"Even others at Arlington Hall did not know that we were working on
the Russian problem," explains Phillips. "We locked up the dictionaries
at night and no one ever spoke of what we were doing."
. . . . There has been criticism of the Venona project because the United
States was tracking Russian messages at a time when the countries
were allies. But Phillips says he and his colleagues believed that their
work had extreme significance.
. . . . Phillips, then a 19-year-old crypt analyst, had just arrived in
Washington after a long train ride from Asheville, N.C., when he began
working at Arlington Hall in 1943. The young man had been recruited
by the Army as a result of a brilliant performance on an IQ test. The
recruitment officer asked, "How would you like to go to Washington to
be a cryptographer?" Phillips jumped at the offer. It was May Day
1944 when he made the discovery that enabled the United States to
decode KGB communications.
. . . . KGB agents worked with onetime-use code pads. Each message
they received had an indicator at the start which told the agent where to
go in the code pad to begin decoding the message. Then Phillips noted
an unusual pattern of the number six -- which proved to be the first
case in which a code-pad key had been reused. This opened a door for
linguist Meredith Gardner to reconstruct the KGB code.
. . . . It was an important breakthrough. A Dec. 20 message contained
the list of leading scientists working on the Manhattan Project. The
FBI was contacted and it sent Agent Robert Lamphere in autumn 1948
to work with Gardner. From that point on the Soviet espionage rings
began to reveal themselves.
. . . . Although the analysts had no idea they were working with
espionage at the time, Phillips says that eventually he figured they
were snooping on a spy network. "I realized the Rosenbergs were
arrested and that part of the information came from us. There was a
feeling among some in government that Sen. Joseph] McCarthy was
right, but for the wrong reasons. There was a lot of suspicion that
McCarthy and others were trying to get people they didn't like by
accusing them of being Communists," he says.
. . . . But Venona revealed hundreds of deliberate espionage operatives.
"The government was riddled with Communist spies," Phillips says,

adding, "They were everywhere: in defense, Treasury and every part of
the government. They had access to everything, to top American
technology ... there wasn't anything they didn't know."
. . . . In fact, the Russians even were in Arlington Hall. Venona's chief
Russian linguist, William Weisband, was a Soviet agent, according to
Phillips. "I don't think there was any question that he was a KGB spy. I
knew him very well. He had carte blanche to move around and full
access to everything we were doing. He managed to cultivate the
senior officers and was in an extremely good position to collect
information," says Phillips.
. . . . Arlington Hall, where proof was obtained confirming Soviet
infiltration of the American government, no longer exists. Today, the
old headquarters building houses classes for American diplomats, and a
portion of the land was given to the National Guard to coordinate state
and federal administration.
Copyright © 1997 News World Communications, Inc.

List of Americans in the Venona papers
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The following List of Americans in the Venona papers is a list of names deciphered from codenames
contained in the Venona project, an American government effort from 1943-1980 to decrypt coded
messages by intelligence forces of the Soviet Union. To what extent some of the individuals named in
the Venona papers were actually involved with Soviet intelligence is a topic of dispute.
The following list of individuals is extracted in large part from the work of historians John Earl Haynes
and Harvey Klehr and reflects their previous points of view.[1] However, Haynes' positions on the
meaning and correct identification of names on the list continues to evolve.
Non-Americans may also be mentioned in passing.
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Notes and disclaimers on the list
Names marked with a double asterisk (**) do not appear in the Venona documents. Inclusion has been
inferred to correlate with code names or similarly spelled names found in the documents.
Similarly, identities that have been inferred by researchers (i.e., the name appears in the Venona
documents, but positive identification of the individual bearing that name does not), are also marked
with a double asterisk (**).

List
 John Abt**[2]
 Solomon Adler**[2]
 Rudy Baker**[2][3]
 Joel Barr[2]
 Alice Barrows[2]
 Theodore Bayer, President, Russky Golos Publishing[2]
 Cedric Belfrage[2]
 Elizabeth Bentley[2]
 Joseph Milton Bernstein[2]
 Earl Browder,[2] American communist and General Secretary of the Communist Party USA
from 1934 to 1945.

 Paul Burns**[2][4]
 Sylvia Callen**[2]
 Virginius Frank Coe[2]
 Lona Cohen**[2]
 Morris Cohen**,[2] Communist Party USA & Portland Spy Ring member who was courier for
Manhattan Project physicist Theodore Hall.

 Judith Coplon[2]
 Lauchlin Currie,[2] White House economic adviser to President Franklin Roosevelt and director
of World Bank mission to Colombia.

 Byron T. Darling**[2]
 William Dawson,[2] United States Ambassador to Uruguay
 Eugene Dennis[2]
 Samuel Dickstein**[2]

 Martha Dodd**,[2] daughter of William Dodd, who served as the United States ambassador to
Germany between 1933 and 1937.

 William E. Dodd, Jr.[2]
 Laurence Duggan,[2] head of the South American desk at the United States Department of State
during World War II.

 Eufrosina Dvoichenko-Markov[2]
 Nathan Einhorn[2]
 Jack Bradley Fahy[2]
 Linn Markley Farish, senior liaison officer with Josip Broz Tito's Yugoslav Partisan forces[2]
 Edward J. Fitzgerald[2]
 Charles Flato[2]
 Isaac Folkoff[2]
 Jane Foster[2]
 Zalmond David Franklin[2]
 Isabel Gallardo[2][5]
 Boleslaw K. Gerbert[2][6]
 Rebecca Getzoff[2]
 Harold Glasser,[2] U.S. Treasury Dept. economist, United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration (UNRRA) spokesman.

 Bela Gold[2]
 Harry Gold,[2] sentenced to 30 years for his role in the Rosenbergs' ring
 Sonia Steinman Gold[2]
 Jacob Golos,[2] "main pillar" of NKVD spy network, particularly the Sound/Myrna group, he
died in the arms of Elizabeth Bentley

 George Gorchoff[2]
 Gerald Graze**[2][7]
 David Greenglass,[2] machinist at Los Alamos sentenced to 15 years for his role in Rosenberg
ring; he was the brother of executed Ethel Rosenberg

 Ruth Greenglass[2]
 Theodore Alvin Hall,[2] Manhattan Project physicist who gave plutonium purification secrets to
Soviet intelligence.

 Maurice Halperin,[2] American writer, professor, diplomat, and Soviet spy (NKVD code name

"Hare").

 Kitty Harris[2]
 Clarence Hiskey**[2]
 Alger Hiss,[2] Lawyer involved in the establishment of the United Nations, both as a U.S. State
Department and UN official.

 Donald Hiss**[2]
 Harry Hopkins,[2] One of FDR's closest advisers & New Deal architect, esp. Works Progress
Administration (WPA); as a diplomat in charge of relations between FDR and Stalin his name
naturally appears on the list.

 Louis Horwitz[2]
 Bella Joseph**[2]
 Emma Harriet Joseph[2]
 Gertrude Kahn[2]
 Joseph Katz[2]
 Helen Grace Scott Keenan[2]
 Mary Jane Keeney[2]
 Philip Keeney[2]
 Alexander Koral**[2]
 Helen Koral[2]
 Samuel Krafsur[2]
 Charles Kramer[2]
 Christina Krotkova[2]
 Sergej Nikolaevich Kurnakov[2]
 Fiorello La Guardia,[2] mayor of New York City
 Stephen Laird[2]
 Oscar Lange[2]
 Richard Lauterbach, employee at Time magazine[2]
 Duncan C. Lee[2]
 Michael S. Leshing[2]
 Helen Lowry[2]
 William Mackey[2]

 Harry Samuel Magdoff[2][8]
 William Malisoff, owner and manager of United Laboratories[2]
 Hede Massing**[2]
 Robert Owen Menaker[2]
 Floyd Cleveland Miller[2]
 James Walter Miller[2]
 Robert Miller**[2]
 Robert G. Minor,[2] Office of Strategic Services, Belgrade
 Leonard Emil Mins[2]
 Nichola Napoli[2]
 Franz Neumann**[2]
 David K. Niles
 Eugénie Olkhine[2][9]
 Frank Oppenheimer**[2]
 Julius Robert Oppenheimer,[2] Scientific director of the Manhattan Project and chief advisor to
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

 Nicholas V. Orloff[2]
 Edna Margaret Patterson[2]
 William Perl[2]
 Victor Perlo[2]
 Vladimir Aleksandrovich Posner, United States War Department[2]
 Lee Pressman[2]
 Mary Wolfe Price[2]
 Bernard Redmont**[2]
 Peter Rhodes[2]
 Stephan Sandi Rich[2]
 Kenneth Richardson, World Wide Electronics[2]
 Samuel Jacob Rodman, United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration[2]
 Franklin Delano Roosevelt, President of the United States, his name appears on the list under
the code name "capitan". (Winston Churchill's codename was "boar."[2]

 Allen Rosenberg[2]
 Julius Rosenberg,[2] United States Army Signal Corps Laboratories, executed for role in the
Rosenberg ring

 Ethel Rosenberg,[2] executed for role in Rosenberg ring based on testimony of her brother,
David Greenglass

 Amadeo Sabatini[2]
 Alfred Epaminodas Sarant[2]
 Marian Miloslavovich Schultz[2]
 Milton Schwartz[2]
 John Scott[2]
 Ricardo Setaro[2][10]
 Charles Bradford Sheppard, Hazeltine Electronics[2]
 Abraham George Silverman[2]
 Nathan Gregory Silvermaster,[2] U.S. War Production Board (WPB) economist and head of a
major ring of spies in the U.S. government.

 Cary Hiles[2]
 Helen Silvermaster,[2] Leader of the American League for Peace & Democracy and the
National Federation for Constitutional Liberties.

 Morton Sobell[2][11]
 Jack Soble[2]
 Robert Soble[2]
 Johannes Steele[2]
 I. F. Stone,[2] Investigative journalist whose newsletter, I. F. Stone's Weekly, was ranked 16th
out of 100 by his fellow journalists.

 Augustina Stridsberg[2]
 Anna Louise Strong[2]
 Helen Tenney**[2]
 Mikhail Tkach, editor of the Ukrainian Daily News[2]
 William Ludwig Ullmann[2]
 Irving Charles Velson[2]
 Margietta Voge[2]
 Henry A. Wallace

 William Weisband**[2]
 Donald Wheeler[2]
 Maria Wicher[2]
 Harry Dexter White,[2] Senior U.S. Treasury department official, primary designer of the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

 Ruth Beverly Wilson[2]
 Ignacy Witczak**[2][12]
 Ilya Elliott Wolston[2]
 Flora Don Wovschin[2]
 Jones Orin York[2]
 Daniel Abraham Zaret, Spanish War veteran[2]
 Mark Zborovski[2]
See also
 Active measures
 History of Soviet and Russian espionage in the United States
 List of Soviet agents in the United States
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Footnotes
1.
 "Venona: Decoding Soviet Espionage in America, Appendix A". John Earl Haynes and Harvey
Klehr. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999. ISBN 0-300-08462-5
 Haynes, John Earl (April 2009), Cover Name, Cryptonym, CPUSA Party Name, Pseudonym,
and Real Name Index: A Research Historian's Working Reference, retrieved 2007-04-29
 Haynes notes on the appearance of codename Son/Syn in the Verona documents, "unidentified
in NSA/FBI notes but clearly Rudy Baker in SECRET WORLD"
 Haynes' notes state: "Burns, Paul, NSA/FBI shows as Berne and Bernay, but clearly is ti[sic]
Burns."
 Haynes notes: "a Chilean, married to American Lorren Hay, a captain in Marines"

 Polish citizen, U.S. resident 1912-47 (Haynes, 2007)
 "Graze, Gerald = Arena. one single reference to Graze as Arena in corrected proof but removed
in final: and reference to Graze as Dan in uncorrected proof but removed in the corrected.
[source Weinstein Vassiliev Haunted Wood]" (Haynes, 2007)
 Haynes notes: "source in Perlo group, identified as having cover name Tan in uncorrected proof,
but Tan's identify redacted in final, but Magdoff still identified as a source: source Weinstein
Haunted Wood)"
 Haynes notes: "redacted in 239 1945" (Haynes, 2007)
 Haynes, 2007, notes that the positive identification of Setaro with codenames "Zhan" and
"Gonets" was redacted in the Venona documents
 Haynes notes: "Sobell, Morton = Rele = Relay = Sebr = Serb but identification unclear ??"
12.
Haynes notes: "Witczak, Ignacy = V (in Los Angeles, Witczak was [sic] false papers
taken from real Witczak a Polish Jew migrant to Canada who died in Spain. [source Stephenson
Intrepid's Last]"

External links
 NSA Venona site
 Selected Venona Messages
 FBI Files relating to Venona. Released in conjunction Moynihan Committee report.
 John Earl Haynes, Harvey Klehr, Venona; Decoding Soviet Espionage in America, Yale
University Press, 1999. ISBN 0-300-08462-5. See Yale University Press Web site information
on the book.
 John Earl Haynes, "Cover Name, Cryptonym, CPUSA Party Name, Pseudonym, and Real Name
Index. A Research Historian's Working Reference" (revised April 2009), on the author's web
site.
COMMUNATARIANISM – AN END RUN AROUND FREEDOM
The Communitarian Trap - "For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places." Ephesians 6:12
Communitarianism is an end run around our freedoms and liberties as Americans. It sometimes is
referred to as the third way. For the concept espouses collectivism versus individualism. Community
rights preference over individual rights. Cryptic Marxist professors teaching in our universities and
colleges have unwittingly and unknowingly in their adverse reaction to Crony Capitalism have helped
to bring about a socialist-communist state called Amerika. This is the battlefield that few Americans are
aware of today. So we must be wary of multiculturalism and other devices for they divide and do not
unite nurturing and building good American Citizens. Niki Raapana and her daughter Nordica
struggled to write from within their Gert to become world teachers about the dynamics and dangers of
Communitarianism which is being used to bring about a world communist state controlled by the
Crony Capitalists.

CRONIES
CRONY CAPITALISM
Crony Capitalism, Monopolistic Capitalism, Babylonian Capitalism are terms which mean about the
same. The primary characteristic is monopoly which is a characteristic of criminal and tyrannical
operations.
Corliss Lamont's Father Thomas W. Lamont - of the Morgans was an early supporter of
Mussolini. The Lamont family was playing on both sides of the divide The Commies (Corliss
Lamont) and The Cronies (Thomas W. Lamont) banker and fascist supporter. Lamont as First
Vice-President of J. P. Morgan arranged for a $100 million loan to Mussolini prior to World War
II. - The dialectical struggle between the Commies and the Cronies continues, financed by the
crony capitalists.
CRONY FORTRESS: City of London
The City of London is truly the Fortress of the Cronies. There the money power manifests in the likes
of a plethora of financial institutions. Inside those institutions yes inside the heart and body of those
working inside those institutions beats a heart of human nature with all the good and bad characteristics
that exist. Still the profit draws them there to sit and work long hours to make that profit. Profit the
bulwark of the ship heading to port after a long and hard fishing expedition.

THE EMPIRE OF 'THE CITY'
(An excerpt from the book by E.C. Knuth)
"The City" is an international financial oligarchy and is perhaps
the most arbitrary and absolute form of government in the world.
This international financial oligarchy uses the allegoric "Crown"
as its symbol of power and has its headquarters in the ancient
City of London, an area of 677 acres; which strangely in all the
vast expanse of the 443,455 acres of Metropolitan London alone
is not under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Police, but has
its own private force of about 2,000 men, while its night
population is under 9,000.
This tiny area of a little over one square mile has in it the giant
Bank of England, a privately owned institution; which as is
further elaborated hereinafter is not subject to regulation by the
British Parliament, and is in effect a sovereign world power.
Within the City are located also the Stock Exchange and many
institutions of world-wide scope. The City carries on its business
of local government with a fanciful display of pompous medieval
ceremony and with its officers attired in grotesque ancient
costumes. Its voting power is vested in secret guilds with names
of long extinct crafts such as the Mercers, Grocers, Fishmongers,
Skinners, Vintners, etc. All this trivial pomp and absurdity and
horse-play seems to serve very well to blind the eyes of the
public to the big things going on behind the scenes; for the late
Vincent Cartwright Vickers, once Deputy-Lieutenant of this City,
a director of the great British armament firm of Vickers, Ltd., and
a director of the Bank of England from 1910 to 1919, in his
"Economic Tribulation" published 1940, lays the wars of the
world on the door-step of the City.
That the British people and the British Parliament have little to
say in the foreign affairs of the British Empire, and that the
people of the British Empire must fight when International
Finance and the City blow the trumpet, appears from the paean of
praise of America by Andrew Carnegie, "Triumphant
Democracy," published in 1886 by that American superindustrialist and British newspaper publisher, in the following
words: "My American readers may not be aware of the fact that,
while in Britain an act of Parliament is necessary before works
for a supply of water or a mile of railway can be constructed, six
or seven men can plunge the nation into war, or, what is perhaps
equally disastrous, commit it to entangling alliances without
consulting Parliament at all. This is the most pernicious, palpable

effect flowing from the monarchial theory, for these men do this
in 'the king's Name,' who is in theory still a real monarch,
although in reality only a convenient puppet, to be used by the
cabinet at pleasure to suit their own needs”
Edwin J. Clapp, Professor of Economics at New York University,
in his "Economic Aspects Of The War" published in 1915,
developed the utterly boundless authority assumed by the
"Crown" in its commands to the nations of the world through its
"Order-in-Council," used without restraint and without reference
to existing usage or so-called International law, by making new
International Law to fit any situation, as required.

The Balance of Power is a creation of this financial oligarchy and
its purposes are as follows:
(1) To divide the nations of Europe into two antagonistic camps
of nearly equal military weight, so as to retain for Britain itself
the power to sway a decision either way.
(2) To make the leading and potentially most dangerous military
power the particular prey of British suppression and to have the
second strongest power on the other side. To subsidize the "Most
Favored Nations" with financial investments, and to permit them
to acquire political advantages under the beneficent protection of
the Sea-Power, to the disadvantage and at the expense of the
nations being suppressed.

(3) To subject the continent of Europe to the "Policy of
Encirclement" so as to keep the nations of the continent in
poverty and ineffectiveness, and thereby prevent the growth of
sufficient commercial expansion and wealth to create a rival seapower.
(4) To retain that complete control and hegemony over all the
seas of the world, which was acquired by defeating the allied
fleets of its only real rivals, France and Spain, in 1805; and which
is artfully and subtly called "The Freedom of the Seas."
(5) To shift this Balance of Power as required so as to be able to
strike down friend or foe in the rapidly shifting scene of world
power politics, in that inexorable ideology that demands that
everything and anything must be sacrificed where the future
welfare and expansion to the eventual destiny of the Empire are
affected; that eventual destiny outlined by its proponents as the
eventual control of All the lands, and All the peoples, of All the

world.
The ideology of the British Empire has been outlined in the past
by various British statesmen and specifically by Mr. Disraeli
(Lord Beaconsfield). The modern version which has been
broadened to include the United States as a principal in the
British Empire was outlined by Cecil Rhodes about 1895 as
follows: "Establish a secret society in order to have the whole
continent of South America, the Holy Land, the Valley of the
Euphrates, the islands of Cyprus and Candia, the islands of the
Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great Britain, the Malay
Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan and, finally, the
United States. In the end Great Britain is to establish a power so
overwhelming that wars must cease the Millenium be realized.”
The secret societies of the above plan apparently came to life
immediately after the death of Mr. Rhodes in the Pilgrims of
Great Britain, often used by British statesmen in recent years as a
public sounding board; and the Pilgrims of the United States, the
latter founded in New York City on January 13, 1903, and listed
in directories of secret societies with no indication or purpose.
Mr. Rhodes left a fortune of about $150,000,000.00 to the
Rhodes Foundation, apparently largely directed towards the
eventual intent of his ideology. One admitted purpose was "in
creating in American students an attachment to the country from
which they originally sprang . . ." It appears that organizations
such as "Union Now," subversive to the liberty and the
Constitution of the United States of America, have a large
sprinkling of Rhodes scholars among their staff.
The Pilgrims were founded in London July 24, 1902, four
months after the death of Cecil Rhodes who had outlined an
ideology of a secret society to work towards eventual British rule
of all the world, and who had made particular provisions in his
will designed to bring the United States among the countries
"possessed by Great Britain."
Sir Harry Brittain (high-ranking member of the Pilgrims) records
that he was requested to come to New York in 1915 by the
Chairman of the American Pilgrims "in order to give him a hand"
in welcoming Lord Reading (Rufus Isaacs). The dinner in honor
of Lord Reading took place at Sherry's on October 1st, and was
attended by 400 representative men prominent in the banking,
commercial and political life of the United States.
The magic number of 400, once the symbol of reigning wealth
and privilege, appears here in a new role. Men of millions here
sway the destiny, the life or death of their fellow citizens, with an

organization which is subversive to the spirit and the letter of the
Constitution of the United States, an organization of which not
one in one thousand of their fellow citizens has ever heard. The
purpose of these men is completely interwoven with the
dependence of their own invariably great fortunes on the
operations of "The City," citadel of International Finance. Not
only do these men collectively exert a planned influence of
immense weight in utter secrecy, but they operate with the
support of the immense funds provided by Cecil Rhodes and
Andrew Carnegie.
The late Robert M. LaFollette, Sr., in the course of a speech in
the United States Senate in March, 1908, asserted that fewer than
one hundred men control the great business interests of the
country. His statement brought forth a nation-wide storm of
denunciation and ridicule, and even today any similar statement
is invariably derided as "crackpot." Nevertheless, Senator
LaFollette conclusively demonstrated a few days later from the
Directory of Directors that through interlocking directorates
actually less than one dozen men controlled the business of the
country, that in the last analysis the houses of Rockefeller and
Morgan were the real business kings of America.
"Search history and see what has been the fate of every nation
that abused its credit. It is the same, only more awful in its
magnitude and its consequences, as that of the spendthrift
individual. And it will profit us nothing to conserve what we have
remaining of the great national resources that were the dower of
this continent unless we preserve the national credit as more
precious than them all. ”WHEN IT SHALL BE EXHAUSTED
THE HEART OF THE NATION WILL CEASE TO
BEAT." --- E.C. Knuth author of "The Empire of The City"

FEDERAL RESERVE
The Federal Reserve is a privately owned system disguised as a Federal Agency. The
monopoly and power of money-credit creation is in the hands of the Federal Reserve
creating credit from out of Thin Air.
“The accepted version of history is that the Federal Reserve was
created to stabilize our economy. One of the most widely-used
textbooks on this subject says: "It sprang from the panic of 1907, with
its alarming epidemic of bank failures: the country was fed up once
and for all with the anarchy of unstable private banking."23 Even the
most naive student must sense a grave contradiction between this
cherished view and the System's actual performance. Since its
inception, it has presided over the crashes of 1921 and 1929; the Great

Depression of '29 to '39; recessions in '53, '57, '69, '75, and '81; a stock
market "Black Monday" in '87; and a 1000% inflation which has
destroyed 90% of the dollar's purchasing power.24”
― G. Edward Griffin, The Creature from Jekyll Island
CRONIES – TRAITORS FROM WITHIN
"A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from within. An
enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor
moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the
very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his
victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the
hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine
the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to
fear. The traitor is the plague." - BY Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 B.C.) Roman Statesman,
Philosopher and Orator
The below business with Putin's Russia “ FROM RUSSIA WITH MONEY: Hillary Clinton, the Russian
Reset, and Cronyism" illustratrates the point that the elites (Cronies) are working together to fleece the
masses of their little remaining wealth.
Executive Summary:
• A major technology transfer component of the Russian reset overseen by Hillary Clinton substantially
enhanced the Russian military’s technological capabilities, according to both the FBI and the U.S.
Army.
• Russian government officials and American corporations participated in the technology transfer
project overseen by Hillary Clinton’s State Department that funnelled tens of millions of dollars to the
Clinton Foundation
• A Putin connected Russian government fund transferred $35 million to a small company with Hillary
Clinton ’s campaign chairman John Podesta on its executive board, which included senior Russian
officials.
• John Podesta failed to reveal, as required by law on his federal financial disclosures, his membership
on the board of this offshore company
• Podesta also headed up a think tank which wrote favorably about the Russian reset while apparently
receiving millions from Kremlin linked Russian oligarchs via an offshore LLC.
“ FROM RUSSIA WITH MONEY: Hillary Clinton, the Russian Reset, and Cronyism"
One could say as an example Amerika has been plundered by pirates on every level and is in the
process of being dismembered much like a corporate take over by corporate raiders do is selling off
piece by piece it respective parts or members. We must try with all our might to expose this
criminality.

TRANSFORMATION DYNAMICS
Marxism has been taught in our Universities and Colleges by crypto-marxist professors who have
greatly transformed America into Amerika. Below are Karl Marx's 10 Planks of Communism.
Karl Marx's "10 Planks" to seize power and destroy freedom:
 Abolition of Property in Land and Application of all Rents of Land to
Public Purpose.
 A Heavy Progressive or Graduated Income Tax.
 Abolition of All Rights of Inheritance.
 Confiscation of the Property of All Emigrants and Rebels.
 Centralization of Credit in the Hands of the State, by Means of a
National Bank with State Capital and an Exclusive Monopoly.
 Centralization of the Means of Communication and Transport in the
Hands of the State.
 Extension of Factories and Instruments of Production Owned by the
State, the Bringing Into Cultivation of Waste Lands, and the
Improvement of the Soil Generally in Accordance with a Common Plan.
 Equal Liability of All to Labor. Establishment of Industrial Armies,
Especially for Agriculture.
 Combination of Agriculture with Manufacturing Industries; Gradual
Abolition of the Distinction Between Town and Country by a More
Equable Distribution of the Population over the Country.
 Free Education for All Children in Public Schools. Abolition of
Children's Factory Labor in it's Present Form. Combination of Education
with Industrial Production.

Today America has been transformed from a Democratic-Republic to a mix of Democracy with
socialism, still bearly surviving are State's rights and The Bill of Rights.
THE SYSTEM: in a....nutshell
“Physical Superiority Orchestrating Money-Mind Sorcery”
 g butler
The elites that run the wold must always maintain their dominance of Physical Superiority always

trying to monopolize the greatest weapon systems coupled with money-sorcery (the monopoly of
money-credit creation) operating inside a controlled environment of mind-sorcery consisting of the
practice of all mind control methods. These elites continue to divide the Commies from the Cronies
with this dialectic playing out to transform a freedom and liberty seeking public to a world slave state
of communism through Full Spectrum Dominance. The elites capstone resembles a ultimate elite
fascist group of corporate regents and the masses down below survivors of Eugenics purges will have
their subsistence jobs, rations and retarded benefits.
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